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We study the problem of partitioning a rectangle S with a set of interior points Q into 
rectangles byintroducing a set of line segments of least otal ength. The set of partitioning line 
segments must include very point in Q. Since this prob/em is computationally intractable 
(NP-hard), several pproximation algorithms for its solution have been developed. In this paper 
we show that the length of an optimal guillotine partition is not greater than 1.75 times the 
length of an optimal rectangular partition. Since an optimal guillotine partition can be obtained 
on O(n n) time, we have a polynomial time approximation algorithm for finding near-optimal 
rectangular partitions. 
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1. Introduction 
Given a rectangular boundary S and a set Q of points inside S, we study the problem of 
partitioning S into rectangles in such a way that every point in Q lies on at least one of the 
partitioning line segments and the total length of the partitioning line segments is least 
possible. Such a partition is called an optimal rectangular partition. The proofs given by 
Lingas et al. (1982) can be trivially extended to show that finding an optimal rectangular 
partition is a computationally intractable problem (NP-hard). Since then, several approxi- 
mation algorithms have been proposed, i.e. algorithms that guarantee for every problem 
instance I that/2(E~px(I)) < cE(Eopt(I)), where E,p• is the set of partitioning line segments 
given by the approximation algorithm, Eo_at(I ) is the set of partitioning line segments in an 
optimal solution, c is some constant, and L(E(I)) is the sum of the length of the partitioning 
line segments in E(I). 
Gonzalez & Zheng (1985a) present a divide-and-conquer approximation algorithm that 
generates olutions with E(E~px(I))_<(3+x//3)/S(Eopt(I)). The time complexity for their 
algorithm is O(n2), where n is the number of points in set Q. Levcopoulos (1986) showed 
that it is possible to implement this approximation algorithm in O(n log n) time. Gonzalez 
& Zheng (1985b) give an O(n 4) approximation algorithm that guarantees solutions with 
/2(Eap,(I)) < 3/_S(Eopt(I)). The approximation bound is smaller than the one for the algorithm 
given in Gonzalez & Zheng (1985a); however, there is a substantial difference between the 
time complexities of these two algorithms. The second algorithm (Gonzalez & Zheng, 
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Fig. 1. Partitions: (a) rectangular; (b) guillotine. 
1985b) consists of two steps. In the first step, the original problem is transformed into a 
simpler optimization problem. In the second step, an existing O(n 4) algorithm is employed 
to solve the new optimization problem. 
Before we discuss other approximation algorithms for our problem, we need to develop 
additional notation. We say that the rectangular partition E(I), where I = (S, Q) is any 
problem instance, has a guillotine cut if there is a line segment in E(I) that partitions S into 
two rectangles (see Fig. l(b)). We say that a rectangular partition E(I) is a guillotine 
partition if either E(I) is empty (note that Q must be empty) or E(I) has a guillotine cut that 
partitions S into $1 and $2, and both E(I1) (the intersection of the partitioning line 
segments in E(I) and rectangle $1) and E(I2) (the intersection of the partitioning line 
segments in E(I) and rectangle $2) are guillotine partitions for 11 =($1, Q1) and 
I2 =(Sa, Qa), respectively (see Fig. l(b)). An optimal guillotine partition is a guillotine 
partition whose partitioning line segments have least total length. It is simple to see that 
any guillotine partition is a rectangular partition, but the converse is not true (see Fig. 1). 
An optimal guillotine partition can be found in O(n 5) time (Shing, private communication). 
Duet al. (1986) show that the length of the line segments in an optimal guillotine partition 
is no more than twice the length of the line segments in an optimal rectangular partition. 
Therefore, finding a polynomial time approximation algorithm for the rectangular 
partition problem is reduced to the problem of finding an optimal guillotine partition. 
Gonzalez et al. (1986) present a simple proof for the approximation bound of 2 and point 
out that it is unlikely that the time complexity bound for this dynamic programming 
algorithm can be improved. The algorithm given in Gonzalez & Zheng (1985a) generates a 
guillotine partition; however, this is not true for the algorithm given in Gonzalez & Zheng 
(1985b). In this paper we improve the previous analyses for the optimal guillotine partition 
method and show that the length of the line segments in an optimal guillotine partition is 
within a factor of 1.75 of the length of an optimal rectangular partition. In Table 1 we 
summarise the different approximation algorithms for our problem. 
If, instead of a rectangle, we are given a rectilinear polygon, and instead of interior 
points the polygon contains holes (a hole is a rectilinear polygon without interior holes) 
Table 1. Comparison of algorithms 
Approximation algorithms for partitioning a rectangle 
Time Complexity 
Approximation Bound Bound Reference Method 
3 + x/~ O(n2), O(n log n) Gonzalez & Zheng (1985a) Divide and conquer 
Levcopoulos (1986) 
3 O(n 4) Gonzalez & Zheng (1985b) Transformation 
2 O(n 5) Duet al. (1986) Dynamic programming 
Gonzalez et al. (1986) 
1.75 O(n ~) This paper Dynamic programming 
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the problem is called the GP problem. This problem has applications in computer-aided 
design of integrated circuits and systems for dividing routing regions into channels (Rivest, 
1982). Gonzalez & Zheng (1985b) show how to modify their algorithm to generate 
approximation solutions to the GP problem when the sum of the length of the hole and 
boundary edges is less than L(Eopt(I)). The approximation bound obtained in Gonzalez & 
Zheng (1985b) for this restricted version of the GP problem is smaller than the one given 
by Lingas (1983). Several approximation algorithms for the GP problem exist (see Lingas, 
1983; Levcopoulos, 1985, 1986; Du &Chen, 1986). The algorithms with the smallest worst- 
case approximation bound are the ones given in Levcopoulos (1985, 1986). The algorithm 
given in Levcopoulos (1986) uses as a subalgorithm the procedure given in Gonzalez & 
Zheng (1985a). Since the approximation algorithm given in this paper generates solutions 
of the same form as those in Gonzalez and Zheng (1985a), but with a solution value that is 
closer to the optimal solution value, we conjecture that a smaller approximation bound for 
the GP problem can be obtained by using the results reported in this paper. 
For problem instance I = (S, Q), let Eogp(I) be the set of partitioning line segments in an 
optimal guillotine partition and let Eopt(I) be the set of partitioning line segments in any 
optimal rectangular partition. In what follows we show that E(Eogp(I))< 1.75L(Eopt(I)). 
Therefore, we have an O(n 5) approximation algorithm for the rectangular partitioning 
problem, such that ~E~ < 1.75/2(Eopt(I)). 
2. Definitions and Transformation Algorithm 
We use P to denote the tuple (I = (S, Q), E(I)), where I is a problem instance and E(I) is 
any rectangular partition for I. We present a transformation that generates a set of line 
segments E'(I) such that E'(I) w E(I) forms a guillotine partition (of course E(I) n E'(I) = 
[see, for example, Fig. 2"1). The transformation is performed in such a way that 
L(E'(I) uE(I))< 1.75L(E(I)). Applying this transformation to any optimal rectangular 
partition Eopt(I), we know that for the resulting uillotine partition E'(I)u Eo~t(I), E(E~ 
</~(E'(I) u Eopt(I)). Therefore, f_.(Eogp(I)) ~ 1.75/S(Eopt(I)) ~ 
Let Ev(I) and Eh(I) represent the sets of vertical and horizontal line segments in E(I), 
respectively. In Fig. 3 we illustrate the terms that are formally defined below. For a vertical 
(horizontal) ine segment l, we use x(1)(y(l)) to denote the x-coordinate (y-coordinate) of I. 
For a vertical ine segment l we use B(/) and T(1) to denote the y-coordinate of the lower 
end point and the upper end point of line segment l, respectively. Similarly, for a 
horizontal line segment l we use L(I) and R(I) to denote the x-coordinate of the left end 
point and the right end point of line segment l, respectively. The y-coordinates of the 
bottom and top side of S are given by B(S) and T(S), respectively. The x-coordinates ofthe 
left and right side of S are given by L(S) and R(S), respectively. Let X = R(S)-L(S) 
represent the width of S and let Y = T(S)- B(S) represent the height of S. 
Since rotation of P by 90 degrees generates an equivalent problem, we may assume 
without loss of generality that /S,(Ev(I))_</S(Eh(I)). n what follows we claim that our 
Fig. 2. Dashed lines are the elements E'(I). 
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Fig. 3. Definitions. 
transformation process introduces a set of vertical ine segments E'v(I) such that - ' L(ev(I)) 
< E(Ev(I)), and a set of horizontal ine segments E~(I) such that /S(E~(I)) < 0.5/7(Eh(I)). 
Therefore 
/S(Eo,p(I)) _< 
= 
_< 
< 
E(E'(I) u E(I)) 
E(E[(I)) +/S(E'(I)) + L(E(I)) 
0.5E(Eh(I)) +/(E,(I)) +/S(E(I)) 
0.5E(E,(I)) + 1.5L(E(I)) 
1.75L(E(I)). 
We say that line segment I is included by line segment l' if every point in l is in l'. The line 
segment l is said to be included by E(I) if there is a line segment l' in E(I) such that l is' 
included by l'. We use the (corrupted) notation l~ l' and l~ E(I) to indicate line inclusion. 
The overlap of line segments I and l' is defined as the line segment In l'. The overlap of two 
sets of line segments i defined similarly. A line segment l is a vertical (horizontal)full cut of 
S if T(I) = T(S) (L(I) = L(S)) and B(1) = B(S) (R(I) = R(S)). The dashed vertical ine segment 
in Fig. 2 is part of a full cut. A vertical (horizontal) full cut l of S is said to be a vertical 
(horizontal) guillotine cut if leE(I). The rightmost vertical ine segment in Fig. l(b) is a 
guillotine cut. Note that this definition is equivalent o the one for guillotine cuts 
introduced in the previous section. When there is a guillotine cut l of S in E(I), P is 
partitioned into P1 and Pz without introducing any new line segment. At this point, we 
recursively transform E(Ii) and E(12). If, at each step of this recursive transformation, we 
encounter an instance with a guillotine cut (see Fig. l(b)), then E'v(I) = E~(I) = ~ and our 
claim for the 1.75 bound follows. However, when there is no guillotine cut of S in E(I) we 
must introduce a full cut. Selecting the full cut is the crucial part of the transformation. 
When there is no guillotine cut of S in E(I) we either introduce a vertical full cut, or a set 
of horizontal and vertical full cuts, depending on the configuration of E(I). The concept of 
separability, as we shall see later, plays an important role in this decision. Before we define 
this term we need to introduce additional notation. We say that a vertical full cut I is left 
(right) covered by Ev(I) if the line segments in the set {l} - E,(I) are not horizontally visible 
from the left (right) side of S, i.e. for every point p in I there exists a line segment l'E Ev(I ) 
such that x(l') < x(1), (x(l') >_ x(l)) and B(/') < y(p) < T(I'). A vertical through cut is a vertical 
full cut that is both left and right covered by Ev(I). The only vertical through cuts in Fig. 4 
appear in the region marked by vertical ines outside the rectangle. We say P is vertically 
separable if there exists at least one vertical through cut in P. Figures l(b) and 4 are 
separable, whereas Fig. l(a) is not separable. When P is vertically separable, S may be 
partitioned along a vertical through cut. In this case, we mark all the line segments (or 
sections of line segments) in E,(I) that appear to the left of the vertical through cut and 
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Fig. 4. E(I)u E'(I) (dashed lines represent the additional line segments introduced and thick lines represent the 
line segments in E(I) that are marked), 
which are horizontally visible from a point in the vertical through cut that is not part of 
Ev(I) (see Fig. 4). Clearly, each time we introduce a vertical through cut the length of the 
new line segments introduced (those not in Ev(I)) is less than the length of the newly 
marked line segments. We claim that, if we repeat his process recursively, we can bound 
the length of the additional line segments by Ev(I) (see, for example, Fig. 4). We formally 
prove this fact in Lemma 1. For the moment i is convenient to assume that, at each step of 
our recursive transformation, we either find a subproblem with no internal line segments, 
an instance with a guillotine cut, or an instance that is vertically separable. Under these 
conditions our transformation is defined as follows. 
case 
:E(I) = ~: return; 
:P has a guillotine cut: 
partition I along a guillotine cut and recursively transform the 
resulting subproblems P1 = (I1, E(I1)) and P2 = (I2, E(I2)); 
:P has no guillotine cut, but it is vertically separable: 
partition I along a vertical through cut and recursively transform the resulting 
subproblems P1 = (11, E(I1)) and P2 = (I2,E(I2)); 
/* mark all the line segments that appear to the left of the vertical through cut 
which are horizontally visible from a point in the through cut that is not in E(I)*/ 
endease 
Since the transformation process does not introduce new horizontal line segments, we 
know that E;,(I) -- 0. The set E'v(I) # ~ if in the recursive process we encounter a nonempty 
problem instance without a guillotine cut. In Lemma 1 we prove that for this case 
/2(E;(I)) _</2(Ev(I)). This lemma also appears in Gonzalez et al. (1986). We include it for 
completeness. 
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LEMMA 1. For every P = (I, E(I)) our transformation process introduces a set of  line segments 
L(E,(I)) N E(E.(I)). E$(I) such that - ' 
PROOF. Let R = (R1, R2 . . . . .  R~) represent he subproblems generated by our procedure. 
Since every time we introduce additional ine segments their length is bounded the length 
of the line segments in Ev(I) that we mark at that step, the proof of the lemma is 
straightforward if the following two statements hold at each step in our recursive process. 
(1) No point is marked more than once. 
(2) If a line segment inside the rectangle in subproblem Rl is marked, then it is 
horizontally visible from the right boundary of R~. 
It is simple to see that (1) and (2) hold just before calling our procedure for the first time. 
Assume that (1) and (2) hold just before invoking our procedure for the kth time. Let us 
now show that (1) and (2) hold just before invoking our procedure for the (k + 1)th time (or 
if the kth call is the last call, at the end of the kth call). 
The proof for the induction step is trivial if E(I) = ~ or P has a guillotine cut during the 
kth call. So assume that the algorithm introduces a vertical through cut (that is not a 
guillotine cut) during the kth call that partitions Rt into R~ and R~. Since (2) holds just 
before the kth call and the algorithm introduces a vertical through cut (remember that 
through cuts are right covered), none of the previously marked segments inside R~ will end 
up inside R h. Since no line segment inside R~, is marked at this step and R i satisfies (1) and 
(2), it then follows that R~, satisfies (1) and (2). Since the only marked line segments in R~, 
are the ones introduced at this step, it then follows that Rtz satisfies (1) and (2). Hence, (1) 
and (2) hold at each step in our recursive process. This completes the proof of the 
lemma. Q.E.D. 
For problem instances P with the properties mentioned above, we know that the 1.75 
bound is satisfied. For any arbitrary problem instance P we cannot yet prove this bound. 
This is because our transformation process is not complete; there are nonempty and non- 
separable problem instances without a guillotine cut (see Fig. 7a). For those cases we apply 
a three-phase transformation carried out by procedure HVH CUT. In the first phase of 
procedure HVH_CUT,  we introduce a set of horizontal full cuts to partition P into a set of 
vertically separable subproblems. Let H(I) be the set of horizontal full cuts introduced in 
this phase. Let Hl( I )=H(I)nEh(1) and let H' i ( I )=H( I ) -H i ( I ) .  Remember that there 
would be nothing left to prove if it were the case that/2(H~(I)) _< 0.5f_.(H~(I)). However, this 
bound does not necessarily hold. This is why we need to perform the following steps. In 
the second phase, each of the vertically separable problem instances constructed in phase 
one is partitioned by introducing a vertical through cut. The vertical through cuts are 
carefully selected so that in the third phase we can find a set of horizontal guillotine cuts. 
Let H3(I ) be this set of horizontal guillotine cuts. Note that Ha(I) -~ E~(I). Our objective is 
to show that /2(H'l(I))< 0.5(/2(H1(I))+ ~Hs(I))). This is not obvious at this point. Our 
transformation process is formally defined below. 
procedure TRANS(P  -- (I = (S, Q), E(I))) 
case 
:E(I) is empty: return; 
:P has a guillotine cut l: 
partition P (along I) into Pi and P2; 
recursively apply TRANS to P1 and P2; 
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:P is vertically separable: 
let 1 be any vertical through cut; 
partition P (along l) into P1 and P2; 
recursively apply TRANS to P1 and P2; 
:else: use procedure HVH_CUT to partition P into P~,..., Pu; 
recursively apply TRANS to each P~; 
endease 
end of procedure TRANS 
From procedure TRANS and our informal description of procedure HVH CUT, we 
know that every vertical line segment introduced is a vertical through cut. Therefore, a 
L(E,(I)) _< F,(E,(I)). To proof similar to the one for Lemma 1 can be used to show that - ' 
prove our 1.75 bound, it is only required to show that for every P on which we invoke 
procedure HVH CUT, ~H~(I)) _< 0.5(E(HdI))+ ~H3(I)) . Hereafter, we concentrate on 
nonempty and nonseparable problem instances without guillotine cuts. 
3. Procedure HVH_CUT and Bounds 
As we mentioned before, to prove our 1.75 bound it is only required to show that for 
every P on which we invoke procedure HVH_CUT, f_,(H[(I))< 0.5(~HdI))+/S(H3(I))). 
Remember that we only need to concentrate on nonempty problem instances P that do 
not have a guillotine cut and are not separable. A nonempty and not separable problem 
instance without guillotine cuts is given in Fig. 7a. Throughout his section we will use this 
example to illustrate our procedure. The proof for the above bound is not simple. Before 
proving it we need to introduce some additional notation and prove some intermediate 
results. 
We say that P' = (I' = (S', Q'), E(I')) is a subproblem of P = (I = (S, Q), E(I)), written as 
P' ~ P, if S' is a subrectangle of S (i.e. T(S') < T(S), B(S') >I B(S), L(S') > L(S), R(S') < R(S)), 
Q' contains all the points in Q located inside (not in the boundary of) S', and E(I') contains 
all the line segments in E(I) located inside S' (i.e. the intersection of the line segments in 
E(I) and rectangle S'). We say that P' = (I' = (S', Q'), E(I')) is empty if E(Y) is empty, i.e. 
there are no line segments in E(I'), An important property of empty subproblems i given 
by the following lemma. This property will be used in the remaining lemmas to show the 
existence of a horizontal ine segment above (below) an empty subproblem with a vertical 
line segment above (below) it. 
LEMMA 2. Given an empty subproblem P' =(I', E(I'))__. P = (I, E(I)) with a vertical line 
segment l~ Ev(I) such that L(S')< x(1) < R(S') and B(I)= T(S')(T(I)= B(S')), there exists a 
horizontal line segment /'~Eh(I ) such that y(/')=T(S')(y(I')=B(S')), L(I')<L(S') and 
R(/') > R(S'). 
r 
(a) (b) (c) 
Fig. 5. (a) Lines 1+1'; (b) loose ends; (c) dangling corners. 
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PROOF. Since the proof for both cases is similar, we only prove the case when B(I)= T(S'). 
The proof is by contradiction. Suppose there is no line segment l' satisfying the above 
properties. Since E(I') is empty it must be that there is a horizontal line segment l"~ Eh(I) 
with y(l") = T(S'), L(I") < x(1) and R(l") > x(l), otherwise I is a loose end (see Fig. 5(b)) or a 
dangling corner (see Fig. 5(c)), which implies that E(I) is not a rectangular partition. If 
L(I") > L(S'), then l" is either a loose end or a dangling corner. This contradicts the fact 
that E(I) is a rectangular partition. Similarly, if R(I") < R(S') there is a contradiction. Since 
in each case there is a contradiction, there is a line segment l' with the properties 
mentioned in the statement of the lemma. This completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
Among all vertical through cuts in a vertically separable problem P, the one with 
smallest x-coordinate and the one with largest x-coordinate are referred to as the leftmost 
vertical through cut lm(P) and the rightmost vertical through cut rm(P), respectively. Note 
that, for some P, the leftmost vertical through cut could also be the rightmost vertical 
through cut. In what follows we identify some separable subproblems (via procedure ID), 
then examine some of their properties, and finally show how to use these subproblems and 
their properties to perform the three phases of procedure HVH CUT. 
Let Yl < Y2 <.  9 < Ys be the distinct y-coordinates of the set of line segments in Eh(I ). 
Let Y0 = B(S) and Ys+ 1 = T(S). For 0 _< t < u < v < s+ 1, let S,,~ denote the horizontal slice 
through S defined by ((L(S), Yt), (L(S), y~), (R(S), y,.,), (R(S), y~)). Similarly, let Pt.,, denote P 
restricted to St.,,. It is easy to see that if P,. ~ and P,,. ,, are vertically separable but Pt.,, is not 
vertically separable, then either x(rm(Pt.,))< x(lm(P,,,)) or x(lm(P~.~))> x(rm(P~.~)). In the 
former case, we call P~.~ an LR-increasing problem; and in the latter case, we call Pt., an 
LR-decreasing problem (see Fig. 6). 
If P~.j is separable, then Ph,0, where i<<.h<g<j, is also separable. Furthermore, 
x(lm(P~,g)) < x(lm(ei.j)) and x(rm(Ph, g))>_ x(rm(Pi, j)). Note that Pi., which is just a l ine 
segment, is separable for a l l  i; and for problem instances without guillotine cuts, P~.~+ ~ is 
always separable. Procedure ID finds a set of vertically separable subproblems. Later on 
we show how to use these subproblems. 
Procedure ID 
j +-- 0; YI +-- 9; 
fori+--1 tos+l  do 
if Pj. f is not separable then YI ,-- YI w { y~_ 1}; J ~ i - 1; 
endfor 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ .... r-- y, 
t t 
i i 
J f 
- - -n  . . . .  r - - -3  . . . .  ~ ' "  Yu  
j i 
i i 
- - - . /  . . . .  i .  . . . . . . . . . . .  .,P'I 
(a) 
'--[ ..... r . . . . . . . . . . .  Y, 
| 
Jl 
I 
(b) 
Fig. 6. LR problem: (a) LR-increasing; (b)LR-decreasing. 
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Yj(3) 
YJ(z) 
Yj(tl 
I ' - ' - - '~  Y~'(4) 
I 
Yllz) 
; J im 
(b) 
Fig. 7. (a) Rectangular partition E(I); (b) Sets YI and YJ completed by procedure ID. 
i~s+l ;  YJ ~-~; 
fo r j~sto0by  -1  do 
if P-/,i is not separable then YJ~YJw{yj+l};  i , , - j+  1; 
endfor 
end of procedure ID 
Let  Yi(l) < Yq2) <-  . 9 < Y~(k), be the y-coordinates in YI and let Yjtl) < Y:(2) < . .  9 < Y~ck,), be 
the y-coordinates in YJ defined by procedure ID. Figure 7(b) illustrates the sets YI and YJ 
for a rectangular partition given in Fig. 7(a). For convenience, let Y~c0~ = Yjt0)= B(S) and 
Y~tk+ 1) = Y:tk,+ 1~ = T(S). Since the subproblem Pi(pl. ~tp+ 1l is separable and the algorithm 
selects the yjo's to represent maximal separable subproblems with respect o the previous 
yjo's, we know that it is impossible for two y-/o's to be the interval (Y~(v), Yttp+~l]. 
Similarly, it is impossible for two y~o's to be in the interval [y~(p~, Y~tp+~). Hence, k = k' and 
Y./(o) = Yi(o) < Yj(1) < Yi(1) < YJ(2) < Yi(2) < .  . 9 < Y-/tk) --< Yi(k) < Yj(k+ 1) = Yi(k+l)" 
In the next lemma we prove an important property of LR-decreasing and LR-increasing 
problems which will be useful in our transformation process. 
LEMMA 3. I f  Pi(m- 1), i(m + 1) is an L R -decreasing (LR-increasing) problem, then Pj(m- t), j(., + 1 ) is 
also an LR-decreasing (LR-inereasing) problem. 
YJ(m+I) 
~(,.-I) 
iLii,iiill ..... 
._ _iiiil;iil-- 
yi(m+l) 
)'it,~) 
Ya,~-t) 
Fig. 8. LR-deereasing problem. 
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PROOF. Since the proof for both of these cases is similar, we only prove that if P~(.~-I),~(,.+ ~) 
is an LR-decreasing problem, then Pj(,,,-1)..j(,,,+I) is also an LR-decreasing problem (see 
Fig. 8). The proof is by contradiction. Suppose that P~(m-~),~(m+~) is an LR-decreasing 
problem, but PJ(.,-~),Jc"+~) is an LR-increasing problem. Since P~(m-1),j("+1) is an 
LR-increasing problem, x(rm(Pm_l),j(m))  < x(lm(Pj(m),j(,.+l))). Since Pt(,.),i(,.)+l -~ 
Pj(m),j(m.l) (note that P~(m),.,.+l) is not necessarily equal to P~(m).i(m+~), we know that 
x(lm(Pj(.o,j(~+l))) <_ x(rm(Pj(m),~(m+,))) < x(rm(P~(m),~(m)+~)). Since Pt("-l),~(.,+~) is an 
LR-decreasing problem and Pi(m-t),~(m) is separable but P~(,.-t),~(.,)+t is not separable, 
x(rm(Pf(m).~(.,)+ 1))< x(lm(P~(,._ 1), ~(,.))). Therefore, x(rm(P~(m_ 1),~(m))) < x(rm(P:(,.),.~(,.. 1))) -< 
x(rm(P~(~),,.(,.)+ 1)) < x(lm(P~(m_ 1),,,.))). The vertical line segment with x-coordinate qual to 
x(rm(Pj(~),j(,.+l))) is right covered in P~(~_~),~(,,,)because it i  to the left of rm(Pf(,._l),t(m)). 
This vertical ine segment is also left covered in Pi(m-1),j(,,o because it is to the right of 
rm(Pj(m_l)i~(,.)) and by definition of rm(P~(m),j(m+ t)) it is left covered in P~(r.),~(m). But, then 
Pl(,.- l), ,") has a through cut with x-coordinate equal to x(rm(P:(,.).~(,,,+l))) and 
x(rm(Pj(,.),~(,.+l))) < x(lm(P~(m_~),~(.o)), This contradicts the definition of leftmost hrough 
cut. So it must be that P~(,.-~),~(m+l) is an LR decreasing problem. Q.E.D. 
Let LEFT= (lllcEh(I)and L(I)= L(S)} and R IGHT= {llleEh(I) and R(I)= R(S)}. In 
the following lemma we show that for each Ylo and YJo, there is a distinct horizontal line 
segment from LEFT or RIGHT with the same y-coordinate value. For xt < x2 we use 
HLS(y, x 1, x2) to represent the horizontal line segment with end points (xl, y) and (x2, y). 
LEMMA 4. 
(i) if Pi(,~_ 1).~(,.+ i~is an LR-deereasing problem, then the line segment 
t = HLS(yt(.,), x(rm(Pjt.o, tim)+ 1)), R(S)) s Eh(I); 
(ii) if Pitm- 1), it,.+ 1) is an LR-increasing problem, then the line segment 
l = HLS(Yttml, L(S), x(lm(Pi(.o, st,.)+ 1))) ~ Eh(I); 
(iii) if Pj(.,_ 1),JCm+ 11 is an LR-deereasing problem, then the line segment 
l = HLS(yj(.0 , L(S), x(lm(Pj(,. )_ 1,j(,.)))) ~ Eh(I); 
(iv) if Pj(m-1),jt~+ 1) is an I_R-increasing problem, then the line segment 
l = HLS(yj(m), x(rm(Pj(~)_ l.j("))), R(S)) e Eh(I). 
- - - -,-~//7/'//7f//-~ 
3~(n,-t| . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
.//f (mq- I ) 
.)t i(tn) + t 
J/w,,) 
Y/tn~-I) 
Fig. 9. Case (i) for Lemma 4. 
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PROOF. Since the proof of all four cases is similar, we only prove that if Pi(.,_ ~, i(m+ 1) is an 
LR-decreasing problem, then the line segment l = HLS(yt(.,), x(rm(Pt(m), r ~)), R(S))e E.(I) 
(see Fig. 9). Since Pr ~),~(.,+ ~)is an LR-decreasing problem and P~(m_ ~),r separable 
but P,(~_ ~), ~(m)+ ~is not separable, we know that x(rm(Pr ~.,)+ 1)) < x(lm(Pi~m_ ~),~(.,))). 
Therefore, no line segment in E can be inside the rectangle formed by the points 
(x(rm(Pio.),i(.,)+ 0), Yi(m)), (x(rm(Pi(.,),icm)+ ~)), Yi(ra)+ 1), (R(S), Yi(m)+ 1), and (R(S), Y~0.)) (the 
shaded rectangle in Fig. 9) Since lm(P~(,._~), ~(,.)) is right covered in P~m-~), ~(,.), there must 
exist a line segment l'e E.(I) such that T(I')= yi(.,)and x(l')> x(lm(P~(,._ ~),~(.,))). Therefore, 
the conditions of Lemma 2 are satisfied and we know that the horizontal ine segment 
l=HLS(y~m),x(rm(P~o,,),~(m)+~)), R(S ) is in E~(I). This completes the proof of the 
lemma. Q.E.D. 
The line segment with y-coordinate value equal to Y~(,.) identified by Lemma 4((i) and (ii)) 
is referred to by t~m), and the one with y-coordinate value equal to Yj~m~ identified by 
Lemma 4((iii) and (iv)) is referred to by Ij(m). Let EI = {l~(,.lll -< m < k} and EJ = {/~m)tl < 
m < k}. In Fig. 10 we identify these line segments for the partition E(I) given in Fig. 7(a). 
Note that each line segment in EI (EJ) has a y-coordinate value equal to a value in YI (YJ). 
From Lemmas 3 and 4 we know that lt(,,,)~ LEFT (RIGHT) iff Ij(ml s RIGHT (LEFT). If 
y(li(~)) = y(/j(~), then it is not possible for li(,,,) and li~tn) to overlap because we are assuming 
there are no horizontal guillotine cuts. Therefore, for each Y~o and YJo, there is a distinct 
horizontal ine segment in LEFT or RIGHT associated with it. In the next two lemmas we 
show that each of the line segments identified by the previous lemma can be associated 
with a distinct line segment in Eh(I) such that their total length is at least X (remember that 
X is the width of the rectangle). This is an important property needed to establish our 1.75 
bound. In Lemma 5 we show that for each I~(.o and lit,.) there is another line segment in 
Eh(I) such that the sum of their length is at least X. Since this does not necessarily 
guarantee a 1-1 association between line segments, we need Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 5. 
(i) I f  Pi(.,-1),l(m+l) is an LR-decreasing problem, then there exists at least one line 
segment l in Eh(I) such that 
l = HLS(y, L(S), x(lm(Pi~.,_l~,j~.0))) , where Yi~m-l)< Y < Yj(,.); 
I 
L/(5) -~ . I  . 
Y j ( . )  
#c4~ 
//(3) "~ 
Yj~3) 
[J(21 
Yju] 
I 
f 
I 
Y/(5) 
Lt(4) 
Y/(r 
*-  ( / (31 
Y/(~) 
Fig. 10. Line segments l~c., ) and l~(,,,). 
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.,vj~+~l 
..,Yjtml 
Yltm-I) 
: : : I :  . . . . . .  . . . .  -:,- 
Yitm+O 
# (m) 
~i(m-O 
Fig. 11. Case (i) in Lemma 5. 
(ii) if P~(,,,_ 1), ~(,.+ 1) is an LR-increasing problem, then there exists at least one line segment 
1 in Eh(I) such that 
l - -  HLS(y, x(rm(Pi~m_ 1).st.,l)), R(S)). where Yr < Y <- Yltm); 
(iii) if Pj(.._~),j(,.+~) is an LR-decreasing problem, then there exists at least one line 
segment I in En(I) such that 
l = HLS(y, x(rm(P~(,.),;(., + ~1)), R(S)). where Yit,.) < Y < YJ(~+ a); and 
(iv) if P~(.,_~),jo,,+ 1) is an LR-inereasing problem, then there exists at least one line segment 
I in En(I) such that 
l = HLS(y, L(S), x(lm(Ptw),j(m+ a)))), where Yr Y < YJ(.,+ 1). 
PROOF. Since the proof for all four cases is similar, we only prove that if Picm-1),i(ra+ l)is an 
LR-decreasing problem, then there exists at least one line segment l in Eh(I) such that 
l=  HLS(y,L(S), x(lm(Pi(.,_ t)d0.)))) , where Ylu.-1)< Y <-Yj(,.) (see Fig. 11). 
Since P~m-1),i(m) is a subproblem of P~(,.-1),i(,.), we know that x(lm(Pi(m_l),j(.o)) <- 
x(Im(Pio._l),il.,))). Suppose now that x(lm(Pto._l).j(..))) < x(lm(Pi(.,_l),Z(m)) ). Then, since 
x(rm(Pju.)d(m+ 1))) < x(lm(Pi(.._ l),ju.))) (otherwise PJo.)-ldl.,+ 1)is separable) and yj(.,)< y/(,.), 
it is easy to see that the through cut with x-coordinate value equal to x(lm(Pg~,.__ 1)4~,.))) is
both left and right covered in P~.,_ 1),tw). Therefore, it cannot be that x(lm(P~(m_ 1),jw))) < 
x(lm(Pi~.._l~,~m))). This is a contradiction. So it must be that x(lm(Pi~.,_~),j~m))) = 
x(lm(P~e.- 1), ~(.,))). 
Since Y~c.,- ~) < Yj(,.) and x(Im(P~,._ ~)d(.,))) = x(lm(P,(~._ 1), ~(,.))), we know that there are no 
line segments from E(I) inside a rectangle formed by the points ((L(S), y'), (L(S), y), 
(x(lm(Pi(m- 1),il,,,))), Y), (x(lm(Pi(,,, 1), i(.,))), Y')), for some y, y' such that Y*c.,- 11 <- Y' < Y < Yj(,.). 
Let S' be the rectangle that satisfies the above property for the largest value of y. If 
Y < YJt,,,), then there is a vertical ine segment hat intersects the top side of S' (but not the 
left or right sides of S'). On the other hand, if y =yj(.,), then since x(lm(Pjl.,)4(,.+a))) < 
x(lm(Pit .... 1).j(,.))) and x(lm(Pic.,_i),ju.))) = x(Im(P~(m_l),i(~))) (see previous paragraph) we 
know that there is a vertical ine segment hat intersects the top side of S' (but not the left 
or right sides of S'). In either case the conditions of Lemma 2 hold. and we know that there 
exists a line segment I e Eh(I ) such that l=  HLS(y, L(S), x(lm(P~(.,_ i),j(,.)))). This completes 
the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
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If all the subproblems are LR-decreasing or LR-increasing, the previous lemma would 
suffice for our transformation process, because it would associate ach segment l~c,. ~ and 
lj~,.) with a unique line segment from En(I) in such a way that the sum of their lengths is 
greater than or equal to X (this is a fundamental property required by our algorithm, as 
will be discussed shortly). However, in general, there are LR-decreasing problems adjacent 
to LR-increasing problems, For this case the previous lemma does not guarantee the 
existence of a distinct line segment hat could be associated with each l~c~) and/~c,.)" That is 
why we need to identify at least two line segments in some regions. Note that, in general, 
not all regions have these two line segments; however, the two line segments always exist 
when there is an LR-decreasing problem adjacent o an LR-increasing problem (or vice 
versa). 
LEMMA 6. 
(i) I f  P~o~-~},ic~+t~ is an LR-decreasing problem and Pi{.,-z~..m) is an LR.increasing 
problem, then x(lm(P~c m_ ~},g{.,))) = x(lm(P~.,_ ~),gr = x(lm(Pi(.~_ ~),~c~))) and there are at 
least two distinct line segments l, l' ~ Eh(I) such that R(I) = R(l') = x(lm(P~c,~_ x~,ir Ylcm-~) 
< y(1) < y(l') <_ YJc,.), and l, I 'eLEFT.  
(ii) I f  P~c.,-~),~(.,+~ is an LR-increasing problem and P~Cm-Z~.~{~) is an LR-decreasing 
problem, then x(rm(P~c.,_ ~,~cm))) = x(rm(Pjcm- ~), ~c.,))) = x(rm(P;c,._ ~),~r and there are at 
least two distinct line segments I, l' e E~(I) such that L(I) = L(I') = x(rm(Ptc.,_~,jl.,))) , Yio.-~) 
<_ y(1) < y(l') <_ Y~cm), and l, l' ~ R IGHT.  
PROOF, Let us consider the first case (see Fig. 12). The first part of the proof of the previous 
lemma can be used to show that x(hn(P..,_~),jc,.~)) = x(lm(P;c., - ~,,'c.,~)). Similarly, one can 
prove that x(lm(Ptcm_l).ir = x(lm(P~,._l),jcm))). Therefore, x(lm(Pic.,_l),jr ) = 
x(lm(Picm_ 1), it.,))) = x(lm(P~o.- 1),j~,.))). 
Since P~,._ ~. ~c,.+ ~) is an LR-decreasing problem and since P~c,.-2).~r is an LR-increasing 
problem, it must be that x(lm(P~c,~_ t~,1c,.))) > max{x(rm(P~cm_2~,~c~._ 1))), x(rm(P~c~.).j~m+ 1)))}- 
Since x(lm(P~(m_ ~j~,.~)) = x(lm(P~(,._ ~),ic.~)) = x(tm(P~m- ~,~..~)), there exists an empty 
subproblem P '= (S'~ E ~) of P~c,.-t~,~c.0 such that E' is empty, T(S')--- YJ(,.~, B(S')> y~.,_ ~, 
L(S') = L(S), and R(S') = x(lm(P~tm_~),~c,,o)). Since x(lm(P~r > 
max{x(rm(P~o._~),~(,._ ~))), x(rm(P~(,.),~(,,,+ ~)))}, there is at least one vertical ine segment of 
YJCm§ 
..g./r 
YTC,.-~I 
Y/Iml 
Y;b~ -21 
Fig. 12. Case (i) in Lemma 6. 
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E~(I) with its lower end point at the top side of S' and there is at least one vertical line 
segment of E~(I) with its upper end point at the bottom side of S' (note that neither of these 
lines intersects the left or the right side of S'). The existence of l and l' is now established as 
in lemma 5. This completes the proof of this case. Since the proof for the remaining case is 
similar, it will be omitted. Q.E.D. 
Remember that EI = {l~(m)l 1_< m < k}, EJ = {ljo.)l 1 <_ m <_ k}, and l~(,.~ LEFT (RIGHT) 
iff lj(m) ~ RIGHT CLEFT). We partition EI and EJ into the crossing and noncrossing subsets 
El . ,  EI~, EJ~ and EJ. as follows: 
El.  = {Ift~)] ff~(le(m) ~/j(m)) < X}; EI c = {li(m) lE(ltt,n )k_) ljtm) ) >>. X}; 
EJn = { lj(m)[ ~--~([t(m) k.) /j(m)) <~ X): and EJc = { lj(m)[ L(li(m) t_) /j(m)) ~> X}. 
For the example given in Fig. 10, we have EI~= {I,3 I, I~.)}, EJ~ = {l:(3~, I~(.~}, EL= 
{l~r 1~2), l (~)}, and EJ~ = {l~),/:(2), ~r Obviously, l~o.)~EI . (lf(m)sEl~) iff l~<m)~Ed, 
(ljlm> ~ EJ,). Let us now define matching pairs for the elements in set EI~ ~ EJ,. If l~rm) e EI c, 
then we say the match for l~c,~ ) is ljo.). Similarly, if ljo.)~ EI~, the match for lj~.,) is Ire,,). If l is 
the match for l' and l' is the match for l, then we say that l and l' form a matching pair. The 
following procedure finds a match for each of the elements in set E I .~Ed. .  
procedure MATCH 
ES ,-- 0; 
for m*-- 1 to k do 
if It~,~  EI. and P..,-1),~m+ ~ is an LR-decreasing (LR-increasing) problem then 
find a line segment /~LEFT (RIGHT) such that 16ES~EIuE J ,  Y,m-l~ <Y(/) < 
yj~,~, and R(/) > x(lm(Pi~m_ 1),m))) (L(/) < x(rm(P~o ~_ 1).jo~))); 
Let lj.(m ~ = HLS(y(/), L(S), xOm(p~(~, - t~,~c,.~))) (HLS(y(/), x(rm(P~,~_ .~,J), R(S))); 
ES ,-- ES ~ {/:,~.~}; 
Let I~e~) and lj.(,.) form a matching pair; 
end for 
for m.-- 1 to k do 
if/:<.,) ~EJ,, and PJ<m-1),jcm+ ~)is an LR-decreasing (LR-increasing) problem then 
find a line segment l ~ RIGHT (LEFT) such that l r ES u EI u E J. Yi(m) < y(l) < 
Yj(.,+ t), and L(/) _< x(rm(Pf(m),j<,.+ tl)) (R(/) > x(lm(P,~,j(,.+ t)))); 
Let Iv(m~ = HLS(y(/), x(rm(Pi(m),m +t))), R(S)) (HLS(y(/), L(S), x(lm(P.~.jc~+ 1))))); 
ES *-- ES u {li.~.0}; 
Let lvo.) and lj(,.~ form a matching pair; 
endfor 
end of procedure MATCH 
See Fig. 13 to identify the lvo and l:, o lines for the instance given in Fig. 7(a). Figure 14 
illustrates all the matching pairs of these line segments. Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 can be 
used to prove that ES can be constructed by procedure MATCH, i.e. the line segment with 
the desired properties can always be found. Let T = El w EJw ES. Let p = IEI.I (note that 
PEJ,,I = [EI,,I). Since [EI[= [EJ 1 = k and [ES{ = 2" IEI.I, we know that [TI = 2 .k+2 .p. It is 
simple to verify that [Tc~LEFTI = ITnRIGHTI  =k+p and T contains k+p matching 
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+.,'m , '7 - ,~  ~]q+) 
~/~(:~] 
//la) 
~J(~) 
[J(I) 
i 
Fig. 13./vto) and 11,~o >.
- -  Lj(5) 
~/t+l 
L]lal 
tJ'm 
/tlal 
Lttt) 
pairs. Since the length of each matching pair is at least X, we know that/S(T) > (k + p)X. 
Let us now order the line segments in T. Note that it is possibIe that two line segments I 
and t' of T have the same y-coordinate. However, when this happens, the corresponding 
lines cannot overlap since we are assuming that there are no guillotine cuts. Also, one of 
the segments i y(l+o ) or y(l~,o) and the other is y(l.jo) or y(lj, o). When we compare two 
elements with the same y-coordinate value, ljc,. > or lj,(,, ~ is considered smaller than l~c,, ) or 
Iv(,. r We sort all line segments in T by their y-coordinates and form the sequence 
lqo),l,~(2) . . . . .  lq(2k+2p) such that y(lqo)) <_ y(lq(2)) <_ .. .  <_ y(lqt2k+Zp)). Let lq<o) and 
lq(ze+2p+ 1) be the bottom and top side of S, respectively. 
LEMMA 7. P~cw),~tw+2) is separable for 0 < w < 2k+2p-  1. 
PROOF. Since every three adjacent l~o'S have y-coordinate values located in the interval 
[Y~(.,I,Y+(.,+ll] or in the interval [Y~'c.o, Yjcm+l)-], and since both of these intervals are 
separable, we know that F~tw),q~w+2) is separable for 0 < w < 2k +2p--1. Q,E,D. 
i 
"t 
L/'(~) 
L/t~) 
*~t,~ 
,~ , ,  , 
.r 
I./ 
I 
Fig. 14. Matchings. 
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22 i/iit 
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Fig. 15. T~a and T~,, (wriggle lines are in set To~a; dashed lines are in set T~J .  
Let Toad = {lqr and w is odd} and Tev,, = {lqr I lqc,, ) e T and w is even}. For each 
line segment lqr in T we define its complement as the line segment I~r as follows 
if lqr ~ LEFT then its complement is the line segment l~t~) = HLS(y(/q(~)), R(lq(~)), R(S)) 
else its complement is the line segment l~(~) = HLS(y(lq(~I), L(S), L(lq(~,))). 
Note that the complement of some line segment in T may overlap with another line 
segment in T. This can happen only when two line segments in T have the same 
y-coordinate value. Sets To~ d and T~o. are defined to have the complements of the elements 
in sets Toed and T~v~,, respectively. Figure 15 shows the sets T~d  and Tg,~, for the instance 
in Fig. 7(a). 
Given any nonempty nonseparable problem P without guillotine cuts, we use the 
following procedure to partition it. 
procedure HVH_CUT 
(1) Use procedure ID and MATCH to construct T; 
Order the line segments in T following the rules mentioned above; 
Partition T into Toad and Tov~n as defined above; 
if/7,(To~d) _</2(T~on) then introduce all the line segments in Tfad; g ~ 1; 
else introduce all the line segments in Tdven; g ,--0; 
(2)/* for each resulting partition after step (1), introduce a vertical through cut as 
follows: */ 
for w=gto  2 (k+p) - l  by2  do 
case  
:lq<w+u is li0,1 or/j~m) for some m: 
if lqo~ + 1~ ~ LEFT then introduce the leftmost vertical through cut in Pq(wl.qc~+~ 
else introduce the rightmost vertical through cut in Pq(,o.q~+21; 
:lq~,~+l~ is li,(m ~ or/j,(,,) for some m: 
case 
/* later on we show the existence of the through cuts we introduce at this step 
*/ 
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:lq(,~+~) is lj,(,,i for some m: 
if lq(w+ t) U LEFT then introduce 
value equal to 
else introduce 
value equal to 
:lq(,v+l) is l~,(m ) for some m: 
if lq(w+ ~) s LEFT then introduce 
value equal to 
else introduce 
value equal to 
endcase 
endcase 
endfor 
a vertical through cut with x-coordinate 
x(lm(Pt~,,_ 1}, zt,,~)) in Pq(,~).qt~+2~ 
a vertical through cut with x-coordinate 
x(rm(Pf(,,_~.~(,,~)) in PqO~),q(w+g}; 
a vertical through cut with x-coordinate 
x(lm(Pj(m), j(m + 1))) in Pq(~), qtw+ 2) 
a vertical through cut with x-coordinate 
x(rm(Pj(,n).j(,,+l))) in Pq(~,),q(w+2). 
(3) for each resulting partitions of step (2), introduce a horizontal guillotine cut if 
possible. 
end of procedure HVH CUT 
In phase one of procedure HVH_CUT we introduce a set of horizontal full cuts to 
partition P into k+p+l  separable subproblems (Lemma 7). Remember that set H(I) 
contains the set of horizontal full cuts introduced in phase one, H~(I)= H(I)c~Eh(I), and 
H'~(I)---H(I)-Ht(I). We will show that/S(H'~(I)) _< (k + p)X/2. In phase three of procedure 
HVH CUT we identify a set of guillotine cuts H3(I ). Remember that Ha(I) ~ Eh(I). We wilI 
prove that L(Ht(I) w H3(I)) t> (k + p) X. Therefore, [(H't (I)) < 0.5E(HI(I )w H3(I)) and the 0.5 
bound is satisfied. Let us now establish these important bounds for /5(H~(I)wH3(I)) and 
L(HI(I)), 
LEMMA 8. Let HI(I), Hz(I ) and H'z(l) be defined as above. Then, 
(i) E(H'~(I)) < min{/S(T~w,),/5(To~dd)} < 0.5(k + p)X; 
(it) /S(H~(I) w H3(I)) >__/S(T~,,,) + [(Toaa) > (k + p)X; and 
(iii) /~(H](I)) < 0.5.[.(HI(I ) w H~.(I)). 
PROOF. Since (iii) follows from (i) and (it), we only prove (i) and (it). First Iet us prove (i). 
From step (1) of procedure HVH_CUT, we know that [(Hi(I)) < min{/S(T~0.), L(T[da)}. 
Since every matching pair has total length at least X, we know that E(To~o,)+ E(T0da) >- 
(k+p)X and thus E(T~d)+F_.(T2vo~) < (k+p)X. So, it must be that min{/S(T,~,,J,/S(To~d)} _< 
0.5(k+p)X. Hence, E(HI(I)) ~ min{E(T~L,), E(TAd)} ~ 0.5(k+p)X. This completes the 
proof of part (i). 
Let us now prove part (it). Again, since every matching pair has total length greater than 
or equal to X, we know that s  [(Todd) --> (k +p)X. Therefore, to complete the proof 
of part 0i) it is only required to show that/S(H~(I)uH3(I)) _> f(T~vJ+/~(T~a). Assume 
that s </2(To~a). The proof for the other case is similar. The algorithm introduces a
set H(I) of full cuts at the y-coordinate values y(l~(2)),..., y(tq(2(k+pl)) and HI( I)= H(Dc~ 
Eb(I ). Therefore, T~v~. ~ Hi(I) and to complete the proof of part (it) it is only required to 
show that E((HI(I) w Ha(I))- T,vr >_/7-(Toda). We prove this by identifying a set To'aa of 
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horizontal ine segments uch that To'dO --~ H~(I) w Ha(I), T2ad ~ T..e. = 0 and showing that 
there is a 1-1 correspondence b tween elements l' e To'aa nd l e Toda with the property that 
/_S(l') >/S(1). 
During the wth iteration of procedure HVH_CUT, if y(lq(~,+ ~))= y(lq(,,)) or y(lq(w+ 1)) = 
Y(/~(~+z)), then lq(~+~)e H~(I) since it is part of a horizontal full cut introduced in step 1 of 
procedure HVH CUT. In this case, we let the line segment in T2aa corresponding to lqt~, + ~) 
be l~(w+t) itself. So assume that y(lq~w)) < y(lo~w+~)) < Y(lq(~+2)). Let us now find a line 
segment l' in H3(I) that will be associated with l~(,,+ ~) such that y(lq(~,)) < y(l') < y(lq~w+a)) 
and/S(l') ~/S(lq~+ t)). The line segment l' is added to T2a d. There are four cases depending 
on the type of/q(w+l), 
CASE 1. lqtw+ ~) is l~(,,) for some m. 
We only prove the case when /~c,,)eRIGHT since the proof for the case when 
l~(,,) ~ LEFT is similar. From Lemma 4 we know that the rectangle, defined by the points 
((x(rm(P~t,.~, (,.~+ ~)), Yi(,.~), (x(rm(P~(.,),~(..)+ ~)), y~.,)+ ~). (R(S), y~(~) +~), (R(S),y~tm))), 
has no interior line segments from E. Hence, the right most vertical through cut in P~(~,), ~,+ a) 
must be located not to the right of x(rm(P~(.,),~tm)+ ~)). Procedure HVH CUT introduces in 
step (2) the rightmost vertical through cut in Pqoo),ot,~+2~ Therefore, there exists a 
horizontal guillotine cut with length greater than or equal to L(lqt~+ t)) which is introduced 
in step (3) of procedure HVH_CUT. This line segment is added to To'da and lqt.,+~) is 
associated with it. 
CASE 2. lqt~+l)is Ij(,0 for some m. 
Since the proof is similar to case (1), it will be omitted. 
CASE 3. lq(~,+l ) is lj.0, ~ for some m. 
We only prove the case when /j,t,.)eLEFT since the proof for the case when 
/j.c,.)eRIGHT is similar. From procedure MATCH we know that /j.(,.)=HLS(y,L(S), 
x(lm(P~,._l).j(,.~))), where Yic~-t~- Y < y jr,.). Since y(t~(w~ ) < y(lq(~,+l~) < Y(lq(~+2)), we know 
that y~(,,,_ t) < Y < Yjtm). In step (2) of procedure HVH_CUT a vertical through cut with 
x-coordinate value x(lm(Ptt,,_ 1),j(,~))) is introduced (remember that from Lemmas 5 and 6 
we know that x(lm(P~m_l),jt~))) = x(lm(P~_t~, ~(ml))) and a subproblem with rectangular 
boundary 
((L (S), y(lql~>)) , (L (S), y(lql w + 2))), (x(lm(Pi(m_ 1), j(m))), Y(lq(~, + 2))), (x(lm (Pifm- 1).j(m))), Y(lotw)))), 
is generated. A line segment of length equal to /S(1j, o,)) is the horizontal guillotine cut 
introduced in step (3) for this subproblem (note that/j.(~ is a possible horizontal guillotine 
cut). Thus we can include this line segment in Tad. 
CASE 4. lqtw§ 1) is li,(m ) for some m. 
Since the proof is similar to case (3), it will be omitted. 
From the above discussion, we can see that for every locw§ ~ E Todd, there is a distinct 
line segment l' E T~dd, where l' e HI(I ) ~ H3(I), l' ~ T~ .... and r_.(l,) >_ ~lqcw+ 1)). Therefore 
/S(Hl(l)~ H3(I)) ~ /S(Te,e~)+/S(Toad). This completes the proof of the lemma. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 9. /S(E~(I)) < 0.5r-(Eh(I)) and ~E'v(I)) </S(Ev(I)). 
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PROOF. Since every time the algorithm introduces horizontal cuts is in procedure 
HVH CUT and since those segments satisfy Lemma 8(iii), we know that /S(E~(I))_< 
0.5/S(/~h(I)). Since every time a vertical full cut is introduced, either it is a guillotine cut or a 
through cut that overlaps with some segment in E(I) a proof similar to the one for 
Lemma 1 can be used to show that - ' L(Ev(I)) </S(Ev(I)). This completes the proof of this 
lemma. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 1. E(Eogp(I)) < 1.75/_7(Eopt(I)). 
PROOF. The proof follows from Lemma 9 and the comments at the beginning of this 
section. Q.E.D. 
Figure 16 shows the guillotine partition obtained by applying our transformation to the 
rectangular partition given in Fig. 7(a). 
4. Discussion 
As pointed out in Du et aL (1986), there is a problem instance I such that/~(Eogp([)) = 
1.5E(Eopt(I)). In this paper we established the bound f_.(Eosp(I)) ~ 1.75~Eo~t(I)). We believe 
that our upper bound cannot be improved by following our proof technique. However, 
there might be some other way of proving a smaller approximation bound. Using the 
techniques in Gonzalez & Zheng (1985b) and the bound obtained in this paper, one can 
easily find a 2.75 approximation algorithm for partitioning rectilinear polygons with 
interior points. In Levcopoulos (1986) it is shown how to apply the algorithm, given in 
Gonzalez & Zheng (1985a), that constructs a rectangular partition for a rectangle with 
interior points, to solve the GP problem. We believe that a similar technique based on 
finding an optimal guillotine partition can be used to obtain a smaller approximation 
bound for the GP problem. The major research question is to develop a faster approxima- 
tion algorithm that achieves the 1.75 approximation bound or a smaller bound, and to 
incorporate it to solve the more general problems. 
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We wish to thank one of the referees for suggesting changes that improved our 
presentation. The proof of Lemma 1 (which is simpler than that that appears in 
preliminary versions of this paper) was derived from comments and suggestions made by 
an anonymous referee. 
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